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How can customer reviews help SEO? How can customer reviews help SEO? A + Accredited Page: 1/26/1996Year in Business: 25Customer Reviews are not used in the calculation of BBB RatingOverview by BBB Rating Diamond Engagement Ring Store Reviews » Diamonds Direct Reviews: For B&amp;amp; M, As good as that will GetBy Michael Fried
Afraid to be ripped off? Don't you want to waste your money? Confused by all the choices? Contact us. James Allen currently runs a 25% off sale on all engagement rings! This is a great chance to save on Valentine's Day purchases. Blue Nile is one of our favorite suppliers and they have generously offered our readers an exclusive one-time voucher. (Click
here to save $100 off orders of $1,000 or more) We receive commissions for purchases made from our affiliates through links in this article. Learn more. Mike FriedDiamonds Direct Total Score:3.83 Price:3 Selection:3.5 Customer Service:5 ProsNice DiamondsExcellent ServiceOther recommended dealers James Allen Blue Nile Diamonds Direct have a
great business going. Their customer service was all you need it to be: Helpful, friendly and informative. They had a decent range of products and the mood, but room for improvement, was nice. That said, Diamonds Direct prices were by no means unreasonable. It looks like you'll end up paying about 20 - 25% more than if you buy from a reputable online
jeweler like Blue Nile or James Allen. But it is not an unreasonable premium to pay if you are one of those customers who prefer to buy in person. If a reader of us mentions that they get a diamond from Diamonds Direct, we have no reservations (we are happy to comment on specific diamonds from them or any other company if you contact us directly) that
support them. The storyThere are big retail chains (most of these chains are now owned by Sterling, the parent company of Zales, Kay and Jared to name a few). There are some smaller regional chains. And then there are independent jewelers. The biggest retail chains have the advantage of buying such large amounts that save money. The independent
jewelers have the advantage of being a drug in the community and tend to have longer permanent staff who are better trained. Diamonds Direct is a unique independent retailer. In 1995, a diamond manufacturer based in Tel Aviv decided to remove the middlemen and opened its own store in Charlotte, North Carolina. Their business model seemed to be
successful, and they have grown to seven locations around the country. At the end of 2015 Diamonds Direct was acquired by a major investment fund, Blackstone.The ExperienceOn our last secret shopping trip, Annie and I needed to come up with an excuse to visit Franklin's BBQ in Austin. San Antonio was close enough to justify a trip. Fortunately,
Diamonds Direct has a nice standalone shop on the outskirts of The Shops At La The shop looked very nice from the outside. Enter (after the short break in their super secure entrance road), we got into the store. The receptionist greeted us warmly, welcomed us in and alerted a seller. There was nothing particularly remarkable about the store. It was very
nice, clean and bright, but it didn't have a particularly luxurious feel to it. That's what a typical independent store should look like. It would be nice if the experience had a slightly more luxurious feel. I don't mean to be nitpicky, I'm just trying to give some constructive criticism. While Diamonds Direct was definitely the best overall experience for us in San
Antonio, in this area they were behind the competition a little bit. David, instantly get over to us. He was very helpful and made us feel like he's been there for ages, helping countless couples find the perfect ring. We had a nice chat about our expectations and a general idea of what we want. He also put us at ease, ensuring that the overwhelming majority of
diamonds were GIA certified. He said some of them were certified in the house. I assumed that these were smaller diamonds, or very cheap diamonds, and we didn't come across any of them while secret shopping. Diamond Direct Rings After some review of the showcases, we settled on two different rings. The first ring was a 1.21ct round E VS2, in a
platinum track setting (with .60cts worth of sidestones) for $16,950. This diamond had its advantages. It was by no means a bad diamond. But the diamond lacked a little something in terms of the spark. For a very good cut, the specifications were pretty good. But I would have liked something better. The second diamond was amazing. There was a 1.61ct K
SI1 round diamond in a white gold split shank pope settings (with 0.40cts worth of sidestone). This ring would cost $11,900. Annie was immediately thrilled with this ring. We saw several dozen rings on this trip to this point, and I've never seen such a positive reaction from Annie. I should note that we usually do not recommend a K color diamond with a white
gold pope setting. You should keep in mind that these are guidelines. Did we notice the yellow one? Yes, we did. But the diamond was very brilliant and we didn't think the color was distracting. Overall, we preferred this ring to the higher quality 1.21ct ring we previously looked at. Compare Diamond Direct Engagement RingsStart with the first ring we looked
at, here's a gorgeous 1.26ct E color, plumbing2 clarity excellent cut round diamond for $11,039. This diamond is far superior both in cuts and in clarity. It will look bigger and have more shine than the diamond from Diamonds Direct. I found this similar setting on Blue Nile's website. Adding the two together, you'll end up shelling out $13,942. There is a saving
of 20% while coming far Diamond. Let's move on to the second diamond we looked at in Diamonds Direct. Here's a beautiful 1.64ct K color, VS1 clarity excellent cut round diamond from James Allen for $6,960. As you can see from the photo, the diamond is incredibly light for a K color, and the GIA certificate confirms that the diamond is superbly cut. I
decided to add the diamond to this split shank ribbon engagement ring similar to the one we saw at Diamonds Direct. The total cost of the ring would be $8,930. So you would get a comparable (in fact, James Allen's choice is a little better given the higher carat weight and clarity class) diamond ring for 25% less. The product itself was almost amazing.
Although I didn't love the cut on one of their diamonds, they were pretty nice in general. The jewellery looked amazing and seemed to be quite priced. As we have mentioned, there is simply no way a physical retailer can compete with an online store in terms of price (or choice for that matter). It's just the nature of the beast. What we love about them:No
questions asked return within 30 days of shipment. James Allen will send you a paid shipping label to return the ring. Lifetime WarrantyFree International ShippingFree austerity, repolishing, rhodium plating and cleaning every six monthsDevidence insurance appraicationSA free size within 60 days of purchaseFrifri ring inscriptionsBest-in-class high-quality
images of all diamonds in stock24/7 Customer service Best in class packaging Blue Nile Blue Nile is the largest and most famous Internet jewelry seller. They have a very large exclusive online inventory. Their high-quality images capture up to James Allens and their prices are amazing. Blue Nile has generously offered our readers an exclusive one-time use
coupon. (Click here to save $100 off orders of $1,000 or more) What we love about them:No questions asked return within 30 days of shipment. Blue Nile will send you a paid shipping label to return the ring. Lifetime Warranty Free shippingFree austerity, repolishing, rhodium plating and cleaning every 6 monthsGiring insurance ratingNe free size within the
first year of purchaseHigh-quality images of about half of its diamonds24/7 Customer service 100% credit against future upgrades (must be at least double in value)Best in class fulfillment Before buying a diamond, get personal purchase advice from industry veterans. We help you get the best diamond for your money. Ask your question about diamond
purchases here DISCLAIMER: We do not use your email for marketing purposes. Period. Diamonds Direct ist bei Facebook. Reporting by Dich en erstelle ein Konto, um dich mit Diamonds Direct zu verbinden. The review's Facebook account isstellenDiamonds Direct ist bei Facebook. Reporting by Dich en erstelle ein Konto, um dich mit Diamonds Direct zu
verbinden. AnmeldenNeues Account mirGefällt dir4,2 von 5Green experience with great people and free wine. Share your thoughts with other couplesI'm so grateful that we stayed with Melissa at Diamonds Direct in Raleigh. This is such an important and big purchase. She made the whole process memorable and simple. Diamonds Direct has fantastic
designer rings and a wide variety.... She helped us find the most beautiful rings. When it came to fair pricing and financing, Lev was a dream to work with. We couldn't be happier with Lev and Melissa's efforts to exceed our expectations and superb customer service. I bought a 3 stone ring here several years ago and decided to upgrade the center stone.
Prem was very useful during this process! He's got me a beautiful diamond! I'm very happy with the ring. Also Little Lisa and both m ... anagers it is very useful. Go inside and see all the beautiful jewelry there! Susan A. My husband and his family choose my engagement/wedding ring at Diamonds Direct. The fact that they all went to Diamonds Direct to find
the perfect ring was very touching. They chose a beautiful Simon G ring that I love, that's my favorite ... e jewelry. They choose this specific ring because I save and train horses, so it was very important to choose the right ring. After a year, one of the stones came out. Diamond Direct took the ring and got it fixed, but the same stone kept coming out. Thanks
to Diamonds Direct, they contacted the jewellery that had made a new ring. The fact that the staff at Diamonds Direct realized that this happened more than once was working with the jeweler who in turn made a new ring. In today's world, the staff went to Diamonds Direct and Simon G to ensure I was a satisfied customer. Everyone I've worked with has been
incredibly kind and very helpful. It's amazing to find companies these days that actually care about the customer. Thank you for all your kindness! There is no other jewelry store I would consider buying a necklace that will be with me for the rest of my life. Melissa was amazing! My fiance raved about how amazing she was when picking out my engagement
ring, so we made sure to get an appointment with her when we went to pick out wedding bands. She quickly picked up on the styles we liked and stayed ... well within our price range. We chose our wedding rings here and were a great experience. Everyone was helpful and so kind! I tried on so many rings until I finally decided, and the guy who helped us
smiled all the time and was very patient. Would definitely recommend few ... I have been a customer of Diamonds Direct and Diana Zepsa for over 10 years. Our family has been lucky enough to work with them for 3 engagement rings, wedding ties, baby gifts and much more. I have recommended friends and family and they are ... always satisfied customers
like myself. They have always been loyal to family and make sure we have the best value for our budget every time. They are professional, knowledgeable and also Dovy, and Diana I consider them close friends that I trust. I would recommend DD and Diana to everyone. Larry S. 2-20-2020Great experience. Easy to work with and easy to work within the
price point you give them. We traded together for my engagement ring and our wedding bands. They made the whole process simple. They offer great services that come with your rings that ... Leaning, I had my rings soldered post wedding, and my husband had a big scratch on his ring that they were taking care of no problem. We had the best experience
working with diamonds directly to find my engagement ring and wedding band. Chance did a great job of helping us find rings we love. The staff were very friendly and helpful. We will definitely come back for future jewelry needs:... Five stars all the way around. My (then) fiance got my beautiful engagement ring at Diamonds Direct, so when it was time to find
my wedding band, I went straight to diamonds directly. They are useful and so well-knowledgeable. They understand... on any ring is a big purchase and take the time to explain exactly what you are looking at. They are not pushy and genuinely want you to find what the best thing for you. I ended up going on one of their 20% of sales and I got the same
diamond band as my engagement ring. Now that I can finally wear it all the time, I can say that I am completely in love with both my engagement ring and my wedding band. They are simple but sparkling and are perfect for me. I am so lucky to be apart of diamonds direct family and will go there for some of my jewelry needs! Thanks DD!! My ring is amazing! I
also love that they will plate my white gold every year and replace any side stones that happen to fall out! Good value for money and service! They are a hubby to be done an outstanding job on my ring. I was so happy with it that I went back n got his ring there too. Honestly the best place to go for real quality at an affordable price. The staff were very friendly
and helpful. Ask for Christy! We bought our wedding bands from Diamonds Direct because my husband bought my engagement ring from there and had an amazing experience. We worked with Karen who was so friendly and went above and beyond to make sure we were happy. The cost is ... fantastic and the quality can not be beaten! We bought both the
setting for my engagement ring and both our wedding ribbons here. We had a very good experience. My husband had some bad luck with a salesman when he shopped for my engagement ring, but he eventually worked on... Ross, which was great. My parents joined us when we picked up our wedding ribbons and they were very impressed with the
selection compared to the other jewelry stores they've been in. We now live in Raleigh, and I look forward to Diamonds Direct too. We were so with the service we received when we bought an engagement ring and wedding band. Everyone is always so useful and I love coming in to browse and look at the extensive amount of jewelry they have. They really
have grea ... good funding, and something that meets everyone's needs. We didn't have a big budget, but we still came out with beautiful rings. My husband and I got our wedding bands from Diamonds Direct and they were great! Deborah helped us, and she was perfect. So extremely useful. Our wedding bands turned out great. I wanted something unique,
and with Deborah's help, I just got... hat I wanted. My husband's ring also proved perfect to him. We couldn't be happier! My husband bought engagement and wedding rings from Diamonds Direct Crabtree. We have been very pleased with the service we get there every time we arrive. Sometimes there is a wait time, depending on what time you go and on
what days, but it ... s completely worth the wait. They offer beer, wine, mimosas, etc while you wait if you want. The range here is bigger than we saw at any other jewelry store while we looked around and prices are much better, from what we saw. We'll be back in the future! We found the perfect rings here- thank youOur wedding bands are beautiful and
very good quality, but we could have spent less on my husbands at another store. There's a ring on Diamonds Direct for everyone! I love my simple but classic engagement ring from Diamonds Direct. There are so many different styles to choose from. The service is great; everyone is nice, knowledgeable and professional. We have... the week of our wedding
to get bands and they were able to rush the order (including size) and we picked everything up in 3 days! You also get free jewelry cleaning and everything is guaranteed. I'll never buy jewelry anywhere else! My husband bought my engagement ring here, and then we bought my wedding tapes here. I had to get my engagement ring resized and they did an
excellent job. A small accent diamond fell out and they replace it and solder my rings f... or free. They also clean rings for free and do it very quickly while doing an excellent job. We worked with Megan and Liz and they were both great! Excellent service! Would recommend! We have my engagement ring and wedding band at Diamonds Direct, and I love
them!!! My husband got his grandfather's gold ring resized and engraved with a pattern to match his second grandfather's ring. They did an amazing job! They were so friendly and welcoming at Diamonds Direct. We didn't feel pressured to buy a diamond that was outside our price range or compromise what I wanted. They were able to make sure we could
get the ring that I wanted in the price race ... that we could afford it. I plan to continue using Diamonds Direct for all diamond in the future.**Since writing Original review, Diamonds Direct has contacted us and been more than willing to work with us to turn our experience around. They do everything in their power to make sure we are satisfied customers. Let
me start with said ... ying, everyone we've ever worked with at Diamonds Direct has been anything but extremely enjoyable and really listened to our wishes and needs. They also have the best selection. That said, I would never recommend Diamonds Direct, nor will I ever spend another dollar in their store. Over the past year, my fiancée and I have used
Diamonds Direct for his engagement ring and wedding band. If I wasn't going to use a family service for my wedding band, we probably would have ordered it through them too. But after all that's happened, I'm very grateful that we didn't. My fiance and I started looking at engagement rings in March 2014. I fell in love with a ring that Diamonds Direct bar and
couldn't get it out of my head. Unknown to me, my fiance ordered that ring the first week of April using his grandmother's diamond as the center stone. Since the middle stone was his grandmother's, he asked to hold on to the stone until the ring was made. Diamonds Direct explained that the ring designer needed the stone to make the ring, so he handed over
the stone to Diamonds Direct. He was told it would take between four and six weeks to get the ring. After a five-week wait, he called to check the status of the ring and was told that the company he ordered the ring from had caused Diamonds Direct problems. He was told that the company changed computer systems and could not find his order. After getting
the runaround, the ring finally came in in June. A month after he proposed, I shopped for the bridesmaids' dresses and looked down at my ring and realized that I was looking at the profile of the middle stone. The centerpiece had rotated 90 degrees, fortunately not losing the family stone. When we went to Diamonds Direct, their first offer was to fix the ring.
After going back and forth, they agreed to order a new custom ring to replace the broken one. When it was time to order my fiancée's wedding band, we reluctantly went to watch bands at Diamond's Direct after not finding what he was looking for elsewhere. He fell in love with a ring and decided that the past was behind us and we would try again. After much
deliberation, the seller said he was a size 9.5 and we ordered the ring. A month later, we get a call saying the ring is in. When we get there, handwritten on their copy of the papers, it stands size 9.25. Knowing it doesn't look right, he's trying it on. It's clearly too small. When he finally wiggles the ring of his finger, the size ring to be an 8.75. Their first instinct is
to offer to just resize it. My fiance and I were both not happy with this We both don't make a lot of money so to spend the amount of money we made on the ring, we want it done right from the get-go. The person who helps us this time, size your finger to make sure the right size is ordered the second time to find out his ring size is a 10.5. Where did the
previous seller come up with 9.5? We depended on them being the experts and know what they were talking about. So now, here we are, in the hope that they stay true to his word and order him a new one in the right size. My husband got my engagment ring from DD, and we later ordered both wedding bands from there. Good service and good service,
good value for money and excellent service. We had a great experience with diamonds directly. My husband got my engagement ring there, and we went back to my wedding band. Lisa helped us both times and was super nice and helpful. The service is good and you get a good deal here! Free cleaning. Diamonds Direct offers great value for your money
across many of the regular retail jewelry store. While they will not carry all the name tags, they have very similar styles. And really no one ever really shows off the brand of jewelry, just ... that it is beautiful. Just make sure to know which are the name brand pieces and which ones are not so you know what price points you should expect. What's also amazing
about Diamonds Direct is that you can bring some jewelry at any time to get it cleaned/polished for free! The staff were very friendly and helpful. Shopping at Diamonds Direct was a great experience! We will go there for all our future jewelry needs! Love this place! My husband bought my engagement ring there, and we got our wedding rings there too. Very
professional and useful, with good quality products! Will go there for all jewelry in the future! My husband bought both my engagement ring and my wedding ties from Diamonds Direct. They are the most beautiful rings ever. His sales associate Kim was very helpful and went out of his way to find the perfect diamond for my engaging... nt ring. Product quality,
cost, knowledgeable employees and sales service are top notch. For anyone who gets engaged or married, I would recommend shopping there. You can't go wrong! My husband did a fantastic job picking out my engagement ring and wedding band but had some help from Diamonds Direct!! I couldn't be happier with the service they gave him or the product I
received. I love to show my ring off and... I look forward to carrying it for years to come. My husband bought my beautiful Henri Daussi ring at Diamonds Direct and I absolutely love it! Tama was a joy to work with and went beyond finding us the perfect stone. We were able to get so much more bang for our buck at Diamonds Dir... and it was nice to buy in a
pressure environment without pressure. Diamonds Direct employees have so much knowledge and experience that know that you get the best diamond at the best price. I recommend Diamonds Direct and especially their consultant, Tama. We had the best experience at Diamonds Direct. They are very friendly and I can go straight in and have my ring
cleaned (usually with a little wait, but it is expected). We went on one of their big sales weekends to get my wedding band and my house... band band and I'm so glad we did! It was crazy crowded, but we were still helped pretty quickly and got our bands too much less than we would have paid. Lifetime guarantees and cleaning can't beat it! This is certainly
the best place to buy jewelry. My engagement band was tailored at no extra cost. They have everything you want here, or they'll get it. Sherry Gilmore is our favorite seller. We always go back to her now.... She's not intrusive or snoody, and we always take care of us. I knew the style of the wedding band I wanted, but my then fiancée wasn't sure, like most
boys. Johnathon helped us choose the perfect ring for both of us. I recommend Diamond Direct.Diamonds Direct is a great place to buy wedding bands and jewelry from. They were easy to work with and willing to work with you on the price. Also has a great maintenance benefits for jewelry. Definitely will continue to be a custom ... My husband was so kind
to search high and low for a ring that I wanted for our commitment. However, it did not come with matching wedding bands. My ring is not fancy ornate, but it sits a little high and has channel set diamonds along the side t ... he center diamond that is graduated in size. Diamonds Direct found a band that resembled my ring and adapted it (resized the diamonds
to match my ring and added a diamond to each side to match the number of diamonds in my ring) The cost was less than buying an uncome wedding band and they told me if it came in and that's not what I wanted; I didn't have to buy it! They were so nice, and I am grateful for their help in matching a wedding band to my engagement ring. I would certainly
recommend all shopping for fine jewelry special wedding to visit Diamonds Direct of Crabtree. PS- Use light layers ... it's always hot in there!!! Best service ever and the absolute best selection of diamond engagement bands and wedding bands I've ever seen! You can see that the quality is outstanding as well. I can't wait to carry my rings forever! Everyone
at Diamonds Direct is so nice and so helpful. Love my engagement ring and my wedding band. Can't wait to go back and get more jewelry from them! Good service, good products! Having what's needed attitude definitely describes Jody at Diamonds Direct Crabtree. When the wedding band I received wasn't the perfect match for my engagement ring, she
took the case in hands to make sure that it was fixed and that t... he designer would hasten it to have in time the big day! She pulled it off and made me a happy bride! With bands from all different price ranges, you're sure to find the one that's just right for you. And you won't find better service. Some advice: weekends are very busy, something overwhelming
and you have to wait, so I would recommend going when it's less crowded! Diamonds Direct offers quality customer service. We have beautiful rings from here. I would recommend using Diamonds Direct.Diamonds direction is my go to the jewelry store! They went all the way through what to do with my antique diamond that was passed down, they helped us
design the perfect ring. We loved them so much that we bought, his and her wedding bands and br... idal bride jewelry! The shop is beautiful and the staff is amazing! My then fiance, now a husband, went to Diamonds Direct - South Park in January 2011 and I found my ring immediately! We had good service that day with a gentleman who I wish we had
continued to work with, but instead we were transferred ... d to another guy because my husband went there once before and he helped him. That was the start of my problems. So the problems began when we went to pick out our bands. There was a sale going on and we ended up having the same guy help us again (the one I ended up not liking - you'll
see why). I have a platinum engagement ring and I picked out a white gold band that looked like my band. The guy didn't say anything about it. So when we were called that our rings were in, we went to get them. That seller wasn't there (Ross is his name) so a lady named Lottie helped us. She got the rings for us, and that's when I noticed that the diamonds
didn't match the way I wanted, and it just looked like a misaligned set. When she saw that it was white gold, she said the rings would look different as when they were on. Her suggestion to me was to order a band from the same designer to match my ring, so that's what we decided to do. She said she wanted to let Ross know, and he'd call me at a price. I
waited a week and heard nothing. I waited two weeks and heard nothing, so I called. Ross wasn't there, but Lottie was, and she apologized to me and said she'd get Ross to call me. He ended up calling a week later and leaving a message on my answering machine that he just forgot. I called him back and told him I wanted to order the matching band and he
said ok. A few weeks later, we're called my ring. We'll go there and pay for it, and I didn't think about it anymore until I got the appraisal papers in the mail, and it said the ring was white gold. Turns out he never ordered the ring! This was about 6 weeks until our wedding, so I was pretty angry. I went to the store and wanted to talk to a manager. Instead of
someone getting me a manager, they got him, and he got me. into an office and ordered the ring while I was there. I wanted to know his total disregard to me and my desires and needs, but I was shooed away. I got a certain quote and I had it stored on voicemail, so when the ring came 5 days before our wedding and we went to pick it up on the way out of
town for our wedding, we got a different price. They argued with me about the price, but I tried to explain that I was told a price, and now they're trying to charge me more. I had to walk out of the store I was so angry. They ended up honoring the award as I was quoted, but it sealed the deal for me that I really dislike that place, especially Ross. Unless you
make a big purchase and spend a lot of money, he won't care about you, and he'll ignore you, and he won't make you feel important or special when you're going. If Ross tries to help you, you can steer clear! When we came to pay for our rings that day, he saw us, but went to help someone else instead. The girl even asked him if he wanted to talk to us, right
in front of us, and he said no. I couldn't compete with it, and if you can't either, find another colleague. He's a commission hooker. Lottie's awesome though. I can't complain about the place as a whole, but our experience with Ross has made me never want to shop there again. Diamonds Direct is a great place for all kinds of jewelry, but especially the wedding
variety. My husband got my engagement ring there for a good price, and Raj was super useful during the process (diamond choice, setting selection, wedding ... ribbon proposals). Raj also helped us choose the wedding ribbons a few months later, but wasn't there when we went back to buy them (don't worry, he's still there! He had knee surgery). The lady
who helped us buy the bands was still very helpful, though. They give you discount on wedding bands when you have already bought the engagement ring with them and we were able to negotiate the price down a little more to fit our budget. All in all, very useful, professional, and a great experience. The only place to go for engagement and wedding rings,
in my opinion. We ordered all three rings (engagement, 2 wedding bands) from diamonds directly. They were helpful from the first moment we came in. My engagement ring was something unique, and that meant that some adjustments had to be made in an original design. The... Worked with us and the rings were perfect. I've had a lot of compliments, and
so has my husband. Every time we went to Diamond's Direct, the staff were very helpful when choosing and paying for our rings. Diamonds Direct is great to work with. Because my diamond also came from here, they worked us out an agreement on our wedding bands. They've been amazing. We bought my engagement ring and wedding ties here. Not only
was it a wonderful shopping experience, but since then has been outstanding. I've had them cleaned and my wedding band soldered to my engagement ring at no extra cost. ... And every time I go into the people is incredibly nice and useful. This is the best value in the city. We decided on Diamonds Direct for our preferred jeweler! Absolutely we made the
best decision! They walk you step by step through all collections with your idea and budget in mind. Not only are their collections amazing, but their promise is ... For! You never have to worry if Diamonds DIrect will have your back throughout your life, they will! Ross did a great job of helping us find the perfect bands to reflect our love and marriage! We were
so pleased with the personal service we received when we worked with the ladies at Diamonds Direct. They were so patient and friendly, and worked with us for as long as it took to find exactly what we wanted. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Diamonds directly worked with me as far as payment and also live within my budget. But we bought the
groom's band elsewhere because of a better price. You can't go wrong with Diamonds Direct at South Park! Not only did my husband buy my engagement ring there, but we also bought our wedding rings there and bought other nice jewelry from his store in the past. You will not find b ... by quality and service anywhere else, and the prices are very
competitive. I would recommend them to anyone looking for jewelry. Thanks guys! I loved this jewelry store. Me and my husband went shopping for a band after he bought my engagement ring here. They were so helpful and super friendly. You didn't get over run with sellers, but you were helped when you wanted help a ... It was always easy to find
someone. I take my rings here to get them cleaned quite often and they are always wonderful with their service. The jewellery is beautiful and people are knowledgeable in what they sell. We were very pleased with our decision when going with Diamonds Direct, my husband went there to get my engagement ring and was so impressed with his experience,
we went back when it was time to buy my wedding ring. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Helpful, they really made you feel calm! And you can't beat the prices! We are so glad we chose Diamonds Direct and you will be too! I love my ring, and every time I go in there, everyone is so friendly and hjelpsomme.de staff on diamonds directly are so great to
work with - the first time we went in just to look for an engagement ring we were treated like VIPs. They helped us find exactly what we were looking for and kept our budget in mind. Sam... e experience when we went back to buy our wedding bands. we asked so many questions, and no matter how indecisive I was the day the lady help us never gave up
until I found the band that I wanted along with my Ring. THE STAFF WERE VERY FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL. GREAT PRICES! MUCH BETTER QUALITY DIAMONDS AND RINGS THAN ANY MALL JEWELRY STORE! Every time I went into the diamond's direct (first to buy and then to make sure it was the set I wanted) the staff was always polite and
very helpful. They even pass drinks and finger food, and they even have a room to entertain the children. Aft... r pick my ring, they worked with me on a pay deal and didn't even check credit. I love this place! My fiance and I were not happy with the service they provided at first. They didn't send us our papers on the ring for weeks. We stayed about an hour
or more away from Charlotte, so we didn't have time to go to the store anytime ... we wanted. We both called and left messages with a few people to get our papers on the ring so we could get in to the insured. It was frustrating. The quality of the rings is good. The colleagues at Diamonds Direct are great to work with. My husband found my engagement ring
in this place six months ago. He was so pleased with the amazing customer service, we decided to go back and buy my wedding band from there as well. We really felt that the employees were paying attention ... to what we were looking for. They even remembered our names when we came back. Check definitely this place out when jewelry shopping! The
staff at Diamonds Direct SouthPark are great! They are very knowledgeable about diamonds and about getting the ring that you want for the right price! We had an amazing experience to buy our wedding bands. Because my husband got my engagement ring there, they had matching bands, so it was easy. My husband told them what he was looking for and
they brought a lot of options in our price race... Ge. They weren't trying to push us into anything more expensive or something that wasn't his style. Kelly at DD has been amazing and easy to work with - in fact everyone I've spoken to, either personally or on the phone has been helpful and polite. My husband got my wedding band from Diamonds Direct, and
then we both got our wedding bands here too. The choices and value are so worth it! PS- If you get a chance to work with Lottie, you should definitely take it! Diamonds Direct is the place to go if you want amazing service and endless selection!beautiful ring, great service. My goodness, so many good things to say about Diamonds Direct! The moment you
walk in, they always greet you with a friendly smile. They offer you a drink you could wish for from coffee to champagne. My husband and I both exactly what ki ... We wanted wedding ties. Raj was so helpful in helping us find our dreaming and at the best price. Raj also helped my husband when he bought my engagement ring there. We've been there on
several occasions to get my engagement ring cleaned and polished before the big day. They've never been missing wonderfully. We with Diamonds Direct. They are not intrusive and make you feel comfortable. You can find a ring that fits any budget! So glad that John came here for my engagement ring and wedding band! They are the best service and
selection and just have fun going in there to have them clean my rings for free at any time :-) Thanks for all your help! Christine was amazing and found just the perfect diamond for our setting we already had! She was sweet, and so helpful. Def. Recommend! I have my and my husbands' wedding bands here! We are so happy with them! We had an excellent
experience at Diamonds Direct! We worked with Christa and she was just helpful and patient. She went out of her way to make sure we had the perfect set of bands! My husband and I got all our rings from Diamonds Direct and have received outstanding customer service throughout the process. Not only do they have a beautiful selection at a better price
than you can find anywhere else, they will cle ... and re-size your rings for free! My husband and I are very pleased with the work that Diamonds Direct put in to create my wedding band. Kim made the experience fun, and I was looking forward to going into the store every time. From the moment you walk in the door, you are made to feel like the only customer
in the store. Kelly took good care of us, I got the ring of my dreams, and my husband was able to train a good price. There's no mediator or corporate... ffice that the sellers have to deal with, so that it makes the process so much easier. They want you to be happy throughout the process and we were!100% positive experience. Every employee we contacted
made us feel as if we were the most important customers of the day. WOnderful experienceLOVE my rings! The diamond specialist helped me pick out the most beautiful wedding and engagement ring. It is very unique and all my friends and family OH and AHH over it every time they see me! Excellent service! Their selection of diamonds in... s better than
anyone in our area! Diamonds Direct had a huge selection of wedding bands for him and her. We ended up there on a big annual summer sales day, and it was very busy. Our consultant was very helpful and easy to work with, not for pushy. With summer sale discount ... We were able to get amazing rings that were within our budget. I would recommend
Diamonds Direct.This place is amazing - they gave us the best customer service ever and help you out so much in your decisions. Clean and resize your rings pretty quickly and free of charge. Fantastic place! My engagement ring and our bands came from Diamonds Direct. Everyone there is willing to work with you and find out exactly what you want. It's a
little overwhelming when you first walk in... many bright lights and shiny things! Good service and value. Not intrusive at all! I was looking for the perfect band to match After looking at several locations we ended up at Diamonds Direct. Dixie spent a great deal of time with us as I searched for the perfect one. We found a ring jacket that looked like... It was
made to wear my engagement ring. I was so happy on my wedding day when I was able to show it off! My diamond wedding is a band that I've ever wanted and much cheaper with similar quality than other jewlery stores. My husband got my engagement ring at Diamonds Direct Southpark and we bought our wedding bands from Diamonds Direct Crabtree.
Based on our experiences, I don't think we'll ever go to another jewelry store in Triangle. Seller... So that we worked with was excellent. They understood our budget and didn't try to push us towards something that wasn't in our price range. I am surprised by the value of jewelry that we were able to buy at Diamonds Direct. And the inventory they have is
astounding. Everyone is always so friendly, even when I just stop by to get my rings cleaned up and brighten up (free!). There's no reason to go anywhere else! My fiancée got my engagement ring here, and we both have our bands here! The staff is incredibly polite and PATIENT! I had no idea what I wanted and even though the store was packed our
consultant stayed with us and was so amazing. You can't... T beat the price. You simply can NOT! It took them almost 16 weeks to make and recreate my engagement ring after it was wrong the first time. Just bought wedding bands there because of 20% discount, and they had matching sets from the same designer. My husband bought my engagement ring
to Diamonds Direct after months of shopping. He did extensive research and found that they really offer the best prices for the quality of the diamond out of all the places in the Triangle ar... Ea. Not only that, we were able to get a discount on both of our wedding bands because he bought the engagement ring there. They offered free engraving, and interest-
free financing for 6 months, which helped ease the burden on our wallets. All in all, we had a great experience! Good customer service! Beautiful diamonds and affordable prices. Wouldn't go anywhere else! My husband bought my engagement ring here, and we bought our wedding ribbons here. They took care of us and were so helpful. I take my ring to be
cleaned all the time, and their turn is so fast. I've taken other jewelry there to get c... leaned and size, and they take care of it no problem. I know we won't go anywhere else to buy jewelry. There to help you find what you want for the price you can afford My Husband and I ordered my engagement ring and wedding band from Diamonds Direct. We also had
my husband's father's old wedding band polished and re-sized for our wedding. His wedding band was so beaten up that we were sure it had to be... dipped on Diamonds Direct made such a phenomenal phenomenal polishing his band that it looked brand new! Also, couldn't be more satisfied with coast rings that I picked out for myself! I love their
promotions and offers! We have beautiful wedding bands for a good price! The atmosphere, the showroom and everyone was great. We will definitely be back to buy more jewelry ... for me. ;)My husband did a great job of picking the store we would get our most expensive jewelry at! Everyone was helpful. Even when things got scary (2 weeks before they
forgot to size his band), they overnight all and got them to us a week early!... We loved them and their awards! I worked with Katherine Smith and she's amazing! Fun loving and made me look and feel like a princess on my big day! Ask for Terry - Terry helped us pick out our wedding bands and he helped my husband pick out a lovely pair of earrings for a
wedding day surprise gift to me! Terry is great to work with and makes your shopping experience as enjoyable as... Possible. Diamonds Direct itself has a wide variety of offers and offers mimosa's for while shopping! If you buy from theirs you also get free lifetime cleaning! The price includes: Engagement ring, wedding ring and diamond earrings my husband
and I went to diamond directly to look for wedding bands. We were literally in and out of the store for 30 minutes and that's including us buying wedding bands we absolutely loved that were good quality and less than our budget.... the size rings for us and we were able to pick them up next week. they have a beautiful showroom and friendly staff who can
help you find exactly what you are looking for. I definitely recommend diamonds directly! My fiance picked out my engagement ring with the help of the experts at Diamonds Direct Crabtree, and I love my ring. I've received so many compliments on it! We also bought our wedding bands there and are excitedvery friendly and helpful. Good prices, as we were
on a tight budget! Budget!
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